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Abstract: The question guiding this study is can field engineers on large infrastructure and industrial projects automate repetitive tasks through the use of programmed functions. Field engineers have repetitive tasks, some of these are endogenous tasks and others are exogenous tasks. Endogenous tasks are those consisting of calculating values through recipe-formulas and exogenous tasks being collecting outside measurements. There has been research in the past few years on open source software and programming language aimed at nonprofessional or semi-professional programmers. This paper is intended to target below that scope and address the non-programmer. Macros are a programming interface which repeats a predetermined sequence of operations and are well suited for often repeated tasks. This topic is important because many construction engineers are not aware what macros are and do not write them for their repetitive tasks. This study adds to science knowledge in that recipe-formulas are shown to be a tool available to field engineers that possibly could be standardized and automated.

The study is to learn how to use macros. Write a macro to complete several field engineer tasks and find if it is a net benefit to the engineer. A field engineer task is to verify haul truck invoices are correctly calculated using the fuel surcharge for a given week. Two macro tools are used to accomplish this task, one provided as part of Microsoft Office and the other a free tool available online. A function is coded to pull the weekly average fuel rate from a US government website, apply a recipe formula to calculate the percent surcharge the check the invoice total cost.

The macros were able to pull the needed information from the government website and calculate the percent surcharge. Individually neither macro tool could accomplish the field engineers task. Combined and applied to those functions they could perform they were able to accomplish the task.

The purpose of the study is achieved. Macros are able to perform an exogenous field engineer task and several endogenous tasks. The difficulty in performing these tasks with macros was unexpected. Using two vendors software tools provided results that indicate the difficulty is not the macros themselves but functionality issues with each specific tool. This study is limited in the number of macro tools tested and the field engineer tasks automated.

In practice the implication is that field engineers are likely performing tasks that could be automated with a macro. The results indicate that adding macros to construction engineering courses as part of lab assignment solutions would provide a benefit in their employment. More research is needed to explore how macros could be introduced into existing course lab assignments. Additional research is needed to define criteria to identify tasks most likely to benefit from automation. Exploring the establishment of a lunch box or shared library of common recipe formulas encoded as macros.

Introduction

Field engineers on large projects have repetitive tasks that must be completed routinely. Some of these tasks could be automated using macro programming applications, resulting in fewer endogenous tasks and more emphasis on exogenous tasks. Endogenous tasks are those consisting of calculating values and exogenous tasks being collecting outside measurements.
Macros are applications that will repeat a predetermined sequence of operations, well suited for often repeated field data manipulation tasks. Engineers often utilize spreadsheets for these tasks. Many construction engineers both recent graduates and those with more experience are not aware what macros are and do not write them for small repetitive tasks. As an engineer myself, I had heard of these tools and was aware they could simplify data manipulation steps that were done the same every time. With no time to learn these tools and having not been taught in undergraduate studies, the opportunity to exploit these tools was lost. The broad use of macros on projects to derive quantities would result in better use of engineers working on those things that are not able to be completed by macros.

There has been research in the past few years on “open source” software and programming language aimed at nonprofessional or semi-professional programmers. This paper is intended to target below that scope and address the non-programmer who can still benefit from some programming light in their daily life. Here at the Center for Integrated Facility Engineering (CIFE) Timo Hartman has been a visionary of open source code and wrote on integration of the process model through XML. David Chua of the National University of Singapore published an article also outlining the use of XML to create an application that would automate some tasks of the scheduler in creating a realistic process model. Again here at Stanford Jinxing Cheng investigated the application of Process Specification Language (PSL) as a method to integrate various project management software tools. All of these authors’ works highlight the need for smaller scale programming within the project office to integrate multiple software tools that otherwise function well but provide a more powerful tool when combined. Though these authors are addressing more advanced problems with more advanced tools. There is always object oriented programming such as C++ and JAVA available but these require time and training to gain proficiency. Here is where macros value becomes apparent, an engineer can learn their use in several hours, compatible software is already installed on their machines and macros can perform fairly powerful tasks. What macros are, how macros could be applied and an example of a specific macro application is described in the following three sections.

What is a Macro?

At its most basic definition, a macro repeats a predetermined sequence of instructions. These instructions can be keystrokes, mouse movements and lines of program instruction. Macros are described as “[macros] allow short sequences of keystrokes and mouse actions to be transformed into other sequences of keystrokes and mouse actions. In this way, frequently-used or repetitive sequences of keystrokes and mouse movements can be automated.”

Activities that are repetitive are good candidates for a macro. Many of the activities in field engineering are repetitive and endogenous, meaning there is no outside data involved. There are relatively few actions that are exogenous, outside collected data, or requiring non-repetitive actions. Examples of repetitive work include updating the schedule, verification of invoices, calculation of weekly quantities and entering weekly cost and quantity updates. Some examples of non-repetitive work includes determining field production measurements, determining schedule activity duration (this is now becoming more automated and less ad-hoc through the use of an integrated scope-cost-schedule model) or logic changes, unit-cost determination and determining work activity codes. The non-repetitive tasks are often determined by someone with knowledge and experience and only entered by engineers in a data-entry fashion. Once the data is formatted into an electronic state the remaining tasks are repetitive.

There are many programs available to write and record macros. Microsoft includes a macro recorder and editor with the Microsoft Office application. Many other macro applications are available online for free or for a fee. One example is VsiSystems Macro wizard 4.1 which I used for this example.

---

1 VsiSystems http://www.vsisystems.com/
There are known limitations to macros particular to each version. Two of these limitations are Visual Basic for Applications (VBE) will not operate outside of Microsoft applications and VsiSystems does not interact directly with VBE. Additional limitations may exist but are likely dependent on the macro version being used, it could be speculated the more expensive macros have fewer limitations and are more popular while free macros have more limitations making them less popular.

Using Macros

An actual field macro use identified is the need to look up fuel cost and then calculate a surcharge percentage in order to verify subcontractor haul invoices. This task must be completed every week prior to verifying invoices. On a large job with several dozens of haul trucks or more operating, the task of verifying invoices can become overwhelming. Due to fuel cost fluctuations a surcharge is assessed to the hourly rate based on average weekly fuel cost within a given region.

The weekly fuel cost is posted on a government website with cost broken down by region and fuel type. Each week it is necessary to retrieve the new fuel cost, calculate the weeks surcharge and update the invoice verification software. Verification software is simply a replication of the subcontractors invoicing software using a spreadsheet. Hours are entered with deductions for lunch, breakdowns and then additions for startup and driving time. The trailer type is entered since each trailer combination has a differing rate. The load weight is also entered since this can effect the rate, an under loaded truck is billed at a lower rate than a fully loaded truck. The importance of this is that under loading results in faster cycle time, potentially used to hide a stop for lunch and results in a faulty volume derived from load count.

The exogenous variables are hours, adds, deducts, trailer type, load tonnage, load count, sales tax and surcharge. From these exogenous variables all of the calculations can be made to

---

2 Haul quantities can be derived from know trailer capacity, known material density in Loose Cubic Yards (LCY) and cycles.
determine endogenous variables of cost, quantity hauled, unit cost, and production rate. Cost is compared with the invoice submitted by the subcontractor; these should be equal to the penny, any difference requires a suitable explanation. Each month a list of invoices with discrepancies is sent to the subcontractors for verification. For a small haul of approximately 150 thousand cubic yards, I had a return of about $10K per month. Without careful screening this cost would be paid and is too small to notice. Though the task of checking invoices is tedious and any way to simplify the process encourages engineers to check each invoice rather than conduct semi-random spot checks. Of the exogenous variables (hours, adds, deducts, trailer type, load tonnage, load count, sales tax and surcharge) all are non-repeating except for surcharge and tax rate. The tax rate usually is very stable and only needs to be entered once. An online search algorithm written to automatically search the local tax rate based on project location would be useful for this, but is outside the scope of macros. The surcharge rate is the main variable that is exogenous and can be determined in a repetitive manner as well as being required at a regular subproject interval. The automation of the surcharge lookup results in reduced potential for error and eliminates one task from an engineers list of things to do each week.

Example macro

In order to create a macro to update the fuel cost data from a government server, the sequence of tasks needed to retrieve this data must be macro compatible. Normally to update the data the following sequence of steps is required, in pseudo-code:

Open internet explorer or similar browser application (mouse click)
→ enter the website address into the address bar (keyboard and mouse click)
→ copy last weeks fuel cost row from page (mouse click)
→ open haul truck spreadsheet (mouse click)
→ insert new row then paste row of fuel cost data onto tab (mouse click)
→ manually calculate surcharge or write recipe-formula to calculate surcharge rate from lookup table (mouse click and keyboard, maybe hand calculator, this is not uncommon)
→ copy new surcharge rate to invoice verification tab or write lookup function in invoice tab to lookup surcharge based on date. (mouse click and keyboard)
→ save (mouse click).

Some of these steps work in macros but most do not.

To accomplish the same task manually or in macros requires two differing methods. Manually most of the steps are completed using the keyboard and mouse functions. In macros mouse operations do not perform well, reliably or at all. Another problem is the webpage format, copying one particular row is difficult to accomplish using macros without a *.csv or text file format.

To lookup fuel cost from the government website using macros a new sequence of steps must be developed, in pseudo-code these are:

First open the spreadsheet for haul truck (mouse click)
→ click update macro linked to following sequence (mouse click)
→ open the government website in the provided alternate text format (macro hyperlink)
→ copy entire page contents (ctrl + A)
→ close webpage (alt+f4)
→ open text file (macro hyperlink)
→ overwrite old data and paste new data (ctrl + A, ctrl + V)
→ save file and close (ctrl + S, alt+f4)
→ import text file using excel import external data tool (macro in VBE)
→ delete unneeded header from text website (macro in VBE)
→ sort data according to date (macro in VBE)
→ in order to maintain database of past data a macro to insert one row and add date one week from previous last date (macro in VBE)
→ utilize lookup functions and excel equations to calculate surcharge rate (endogenous calculations)
→ save (ctrl + S)

This macro works well and the only major hurdle was timing between various operations. The text file provided on the government server is a big help, otherwise the formatting and buttons on the webpage would need to be dealt with. Major issues are the date format provided is not compatible with excel and the header gets in the way. On the government server the date is in 070730 format or year/month/day, excel saw this as 08/24/2093, the solution is likely simple but if the text file format was consistent with excel it would not be an issue. The header provided

3 http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/oog/info/wohdp/diesel_detail_report_combined.asp
4 http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/oog/info/wohdp/List_Serve_report_All.txt
Both macros used had limitations. The Microsoft VBE macros application worked well with Microsoft applications but was unusable in any other capacity. Online help pages and web blogs gave advice for adding time delays but these did not work properly. Manual editing of VBE code gave mixed results with the best being a fresh macro recording. VBE recording had good results with mouse operations. The VsiSystems macro application worked very well with all applications but with limited Microsoft macro compatibility other than through assigned shortcut keys. VsiSystems had a good timing recorder and allowed easy adjustment to macro speed and delays. Using the mouse appeared to not be an option with VsiSystems, any change in button location in subsequent runs resulted in erroneous macro function.

A further macro that would be needed is to prevent overwriting of previous data and archive data in stable form. A macro written to copy → paste special → values, of archived data to hard punched rather than equations. In this way all data over a predetermined age is converted from equations to text and less susceptible to corruption.

Macros are not an extremely difficult concept and are easy to create. The difficulty stems from the need to work around the limitations and exploit the strengths in these tools. Many actions taken by engineers are repetitive and introduce the opportunity for error. The use of macros in data collection from a hosted server has been introduced and demonstrated with successful results.

Figure 15: This view of Visual Basic (VBA) shows a series of short function macros that were then combined under a separate macro. With these simple macros, repetitive procedures or calculations can be completed automatically.
In conclusion the use of a macro to complete a repetitive task is possible. The time needed to write the macro and debug is longer than the individual task. In the presented example it took some time $^5$ to find applicable macro applications, learn how to use the applications, write a sequence and debug. With this experience it could be possible to complete a similar task in a few hours. Once the macro has been written the repetitive steps no longer need to be taken, resulting in savings in time and reduced risk.

A couple of concerns could be if the macro becomes corrupt and must be rewritten or debugged, also the complexity of the final macros, or non-standardization in programming could result in confusion. The complexity of subsequent macros as the entire list of tasks completed by an engineer are reduced to only keying non-automatable exogenous tasks, could result in becoming out-of-touch with the inner working of automation resulting in a black box. This is the risk with any automation.

The macro worked well and could cover the entire range of field engineer work tasks as applicable. Training engineers to use macros where repeatable information is entered or repetitive tasks sequences exist would be helpful for future field engineers. Model-based quantities collection and control presents the opportunity for small macros to automate various tasks that for whatever reason are not included in the model-based integration. Even the task of updating the integrated tools after a change could be given to a macro. This flexibility provides the field engineer with a tool to modify applications in specific scenarios not envisioned by the software developers. Thank you to Tobias and Saurabh for preliminary explanations on how to use macros and text file importing.

---

$^5$ 20 hours

**Figure 16:** In this calculation average fuel cost is imported by region from a government website. Averages are calculated weekly. From this average a surcharge is calculated from an negotiated baseline set each year. In this case the baseline is $2.29 per gallon of diesel fuel resulting in an 8% surcharge for the given time periods shown.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion the use of a macro to complete a repetitive task is possible. The time needed to write the macro and debug is longer than the individual task. In the presented example it took some time $^5$ to find applicable macro applications, learn how to use the applications, write a sequence and debug. With this experience it could be possible to complete a similar task in a few hours. Once the macro has been written the repetitive steps no longer need to be taken, resulting in savings in time and reduced risk.

A couple of concerns could be if the macro becomes corrupt and must be rewritten or debugged, also the complexity of the final macros, or non-standardization in programming could result in confusion. The complexity of subsequent macros as the entire list of tasks completed by an engineer are reduced to only keying non-automatable exogenous tasks, could result in becoming out-of-touch with the inner working of automation resulting in a black box. This is the risk with any automation.

The macro worked well and could cover the entire range of field engineer work tasks as applicable. Training engineers to use macros where repeatable information is entered or repetitive tasks sequences exist would be helpful for future field engineers. Model-based quantities collection and control presents the opportunity for small macros to automate various tasks that for whatever reason are not included in the model-based integration. Even the task of updating the integrated tools after a change could be given to a macro. This flexibility provides the field engineer with a tool to modify applications in specific scenarios not envisioned by the software developers. Thank you to Tobias and Saurabh for preliminary explanations on how to use macros and text file importing.
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